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Preliminary analysis of influenza A(H1N1)v individual and aggregated case reports from EU and EFTA countries
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Since the first importation of influenza A(H1N1)v virus to Europe in late April of this year, surveillance data have been collected in the Member States of the European Union and European Free Trade Association. This is the first preliminary analysis of aggregated and individual data available as of 8 June 2009 at European level.

Introduction
On 21 April 2009, the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (US CDC) reported two cases of influenza due to a new virus strain of mixed swine, avian and human origin, the so-called new influenza A(H1N1) virus (hereafter named A(H1N1)v virus) [1]. On 25 April, the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) published a risk assessment, started developing tools to monitor the situation and support the countries of the European Union (EU) and European Free Trade Association (EFTA), and initiated its first situation report distributed daily to more than 700 stakeholders since then. After the World Health Organisation (WHO) raised its pandemic alert level to phase 4 on 27 April and up-scaled again to phase 5 on 29 April, ECDC was monitoring the situation around the clock and provided epidemiological updates on global case numbers three times a day. Subsequently, the European Commission published a case definition for surveillance of the new disease [2], ECDC published information for travellers, updated its risk assessment on 8 May, published several documents on case and contact management, and coordinated the surveillance of influenza A(H1N1)v at EU level.

The objective of this paper is to present the epidemiological situation in the 27 EU and the three countries in the European Economic Area (EEA) and EFTA, Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway, hereafter called the EU+3 countries, on the basis of the surveillance data provided by the EU+3 countries through individual and aggregated case reports.

Methods
Data used in this analysis of the epidemiological situation in the EU+3 countries, as of Monday 8 June 2009, 08:00 CEST, include individual case reports posted by countries in the Early Warning and Response System (EWRS) and aggregated case reports provided daily through the EWRS or through other official communication channels.

Confirmed cases are defined as persons in whom the infection has been confirmed by RT-PCR, or by viral culture or by a four-fold rise in influenza A(H1N1)v-specific neutralising antibodies. The latter implies, according to the EU case definition, the need for paired sera from the acute phase of illness and from the convalescent stage 10-14 days later [2].

While countries with fewer cases are uploading data on their cases directly into the surveillance database at ECDC, Spain and the United Kingdom (UK), who both have high number of cases, and Belgium are providing extracts from their own national databases, which are then entered into the ECDC database. Re-coding of some of the variables was necessary for Spain and the UK, and data were subsequently validated by the countries. The data from Belgium were imported manually after re-coding the variables.

Cases which are not explicitly reported as having been exposed during travel in an affected country (imported cases) are considered to have been infected in their own country.

Results
As of 8 June, 1,128 laboratory-confirmed cases of influenza A(H1N1)v have been reported from 25 of the EU+3 countries through aggregated case reports. Spain (26%) and the UK (49%) together account for 75% of confirmed cases. Of those 1,128 cases, 498 (44%) were also reported through individual case reports (Table 1). Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Malta and Slovenia have not reported confirmed cases so far.

Epidemic curves
The first confirmed case in EU+3 countries was a traveller returning from Mexico to the UK. He was identified on 27 April 2009 and reported onset of symptoms on 16 April. Figure 1 compares the distribution of cases by date of onset from the individual case reports (n=498) with the distribution of cases by reporting date from the aggregated case reports (n=1,024). It shows a delay of one week between date of onset and date of reporting in the first weeks of the outbreak, up to 20 May, followed by an increasing discrepancy in the number of cases reported by the two systems.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of imported and domestic cases in EU+3 countries by date of onset. The first case reported as in-
country transmission had onset of symptoms five days after the first imported case. During the first two-week period, 65% of cases were reported to have been imported, compared to 40% during the second and 73% during the third two-week period. The majority of imported cases in the first two-week period were imported from Mexico and in the third two-week period from the United States (US).

Demographic characteristics of cases

The male to female ratio was 1.1. The median age was 23 years (range: eight months to 73 years). Seven cases were younger than...

## Table 1

### Distribution of confirmed cases of influenza A(H1N1)v reported until 8 June 2009 by source of information, EU+3 countries (n=1,128)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member State</th>
<th>Aggregated case reports</th>
<th>Individual case reports</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1128</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Figure 1

Distribution of confirmed cases of A(H1N1)v infections by date of onset (n=498) and date of reporting (n=1,024), as of 5 June 2009, EU+3 countries

## Figure 2

Distribution of confirmed cases of influenza A(H1N1)v infections by date of onset and type of transmission, as of 31 May 2009*, EU+3 countries (n=457)

* Individual case reports from Spain were last updated on 14 May, from the UK and France on 29 May, from Italy on 4 June and from Germany on 6 June

## Figure 3

Distribution of cases of influenza A(H1N1)v infection by age group and type of transmission, as of 8 June 2009, EU+3 countries (n=493)
two years. Of 494 cases with known age, 168 (34%) were under the age of 20 years. The most affected age group was the group of 20-29 year-olds and accounted for 37% of cases.

The proportion of imported cases older than 20 years (78%) was significantly higher than the proportion of over 20 year-olds who were infected in their own country (27%, p<0.0001). The median age of imported cases was 25 years compared to 13 years for non-imported cases (Figure 3).

Symptoms
In the analysis of symptoms, the data from Spain and Belgium were excluded due to recoding issues, leaving 371 cases for analysis. Asymptomatic cases constituted 8% of reported cases (28/371), and were more common among cases under the age of 20 years (11%) when compared with older cases (5%, p=0.02).

The most commonly reported symptoms were respiratory symptoms (79%), followed by fever or history of fever (78%). Gastro-intestinal symptoms were reported from 86 cases (23%). Presence of gastro-intestinal symptoms was not significantly associated with travel exposure but was significantly more common among cases under the age of 20 years (32%) than among older cases (18%, p=0.001). Table 2 shows the distribution of symptoms by category of symptom.

Pre-existing conditions
Underlying disease was reported for 24 cases: lung disease for 12, heart disease for four, renal disease from three, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection from three, and seizures from two cases (one of these two also had a not further specified cancer). One 14 months-old child was reported with combined heart, lung and renal disease. None of the cases was reported to be pregnant. Several cases with other underlying conditions such as hypertension, iodine sensitivity, allergic rhinitis or facial paralysis were reported, which are not considered classical risk groups for seasonal influenza (3).

Treatment and prophylaxis
Of 292 cases for whom information is available, 258 (88%) received antiviral treatment. Oseltamivir was the most commonly used drug (255), zanamivir was reported to have been used for treatment of three cases. Post-exposure prophylaxis was reported to have been administered to 13 (7%) of 198 cases for whom information was available. Twelve received oseltamivir and one received zanamivir as prophylaxis. Six of the cases who received prophylaxis were imported cases.

Complications
Seven (2%) of the 286 cases for whom information is available were classified as having complications. Four patients were reported with pneumonia, one with otitis, one with elevated liver enzymes and one with the need for steroid treatment. Fifty-three cases reported shortness of breath, one of whom had underlying heart disease.

Previous influenza vaccination
Twenty (8%) of the 260 cases for whom information is available were reported to have received seasonal influenza vaccination in the past season. Vaccinated persons were aged between 8 months and 76 years. Eighty percent of vaccinated persons were returning travellers. Two were reported to have asthma, one with underlying heart disease, one with chronic disease not further specified and one with myalgic encephalopathy.

Hospitalisation
Among 291 cases, 36% (105) were reported to have been hospitalised. The rate of hospitalisation varies by country. In several countries, e.g. France, Austria, Belgium and Romania, cases were hospitalised for isolation purposes.

Discussion
On the basis of the aggregated case reporting, two EU Member States account for 75% of the cases reported in the EU+3 countries. It is unlikely that a difference in the sensitivity of surveillance systems alone could explain such a difference. The one-week delay between date of onset (individual case reports) and reporting date (aggregated case-reports) observed in the first weeks of the epidemic probably reflects the delay in seeking medical care after onset and getting laboratory confirmation (see Figure 1). The discrepancy observed since the third week of May in the numbers reported through aggregated case reports versus individual case reports highlights the increasing difficulties of the Member States in investigating and reporting individual cases as the number of case increases.

This preliminary analysis does not allow an accurate description of the level of in-country transmission, as the data are still incomplete. However, a recent Eurosurveillance article suggests that in the UK, most of the recent cases are due to in-country transmission, although sustained community transmission still has to be confirmed (4).

Table 2
Distribution of symptoms among cases of influenza A(H1N1)v infection, as of 8 June 2009, EU+3 countries (n=371)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At least one symptom</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERAL</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fever or history of fever</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle pain</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint pain</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESPIRATORY</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry cough</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productive cough</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sore throat</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runny nose</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sneezing</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortness of breath</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GASTRO INTESTINAL</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhoea</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vomiting</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHERS</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjunctivitis</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose bleeding</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altered consciousness</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>others (various)</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The age distribution of cases is significantly different among imported and domestic cases. Imported cases tend to be young adults, exposed while travelling abroad, and their demographic characteristics are more representative of travellers than of the population susceptible to A(H1N1)v infection. Domestic cases tend to be younger (median age 13 years) and reflect school children and teenagers among whom transmission is amplified. Therefore, the demographic characteristics of cases documented in the EU so far do not reflect the overall population at risk of infection, but rather the population contributing to seeding events (travellers) and amplification of transmission (school children and teenagers) in the early stage of the spread of a new influenza virus strain.

The relatively high proportion of asymptomatic cases, especially among under 20 year-olds, is probably due to intensive contact tracing during school outbreaks. The difference in the number of cases with gastro-intestinal symptoms observed in under 20 year-olds compared to older cases has been previously described for seasonal influenza and is not significantly associated with an exposure abroad [3]. The hospitalisation rate cannot be considered as a factor of severity because many of the cases were reported to be admitted to hospital for isolation. There was great variation among countries in this respect.

Information on the interval between exposure and the start of prophyaxis is not available and therefore no conclusions can be drawn regarding the effectiveness of antiviral prophyaxis.

Individual case reports for less than half of the cases (498/1,128) were available for this analysis, which may bias the results. The bias will particularly affect conclusions drawn on cases from the last three weeks of the dataset, for which information from the most affected Member States were not available. Bias may have been introduced in the age distributions and the frequencies of symptoms and underlying conditions, since the missing data particularly concern in-country transmission. Therefore, the comparisons between cases affected in their own country and travel-associated cases should still be considered preliminary and a change in disease patterns during the period for which data are missing cannot be ruled out. Delay in reporting from the Member States to ECDC, the Europe-wide picture presented here may not fully represent the reality of what was known at country level on 8 June.

With the currently available information, conclusions about the severity of the infection are limited. In addition, if cases deteriorate while they are ill, this information would probably not be reported to the ECDC.

Conclusions

The preliminary analysis of the initial few hundred cases reported at European level shows that the epidemiological pattern in the EU+3 countries does not differ from what was documented in the Americas. Currently, the disease seems to be relatively mild and comparable with seasonal influenza. However, it is still too early to define, on the basis of this analysis, the age groups most at risk of infection.

These data are important to guide appropriate policy decisions. In 2008, a working group on surveillance in a pandemic, including ECDC, WHO and experts from the Member States, identified nine strategic parameters which would need to be assessed early in an influenza pandemic [5]. Out of these, six parameters (including disease severity, incidence by age-group and known risk-factors, confirmation/modification of case definition and modes of transmission) can only be properly evaluated using individual case reports.

As the number of cases grows, it will become increasingly difficult for the Member States to investigate and report individual cases. The surveillance currently in place may soon reach its limits. It may well be that targeted outbreak studies will provide better information on risk factors for more severe disease. A switch to sentinel surveillance and/or surveillance of severe cases, as implemented by countries outside the EU, has to be considered. However, the case-based reporting should be continued at least until countries experience community spread or large-scale epidemics. ECDC is currently working with the Member States to automate the upload of data in their own national formats.

In the meantime, aggregated case reporting complementing individual case reports has proven very useful in describing recent trends and anticipating future developments. As recent trends suggest that Europe may be entering the acceleration phase [6], it is important to continue collecting aggregated case reports.
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With the winter season on the southern hemisphere that starts in Réunion Island in June seasonal influenza activity usually increases shortly afterwards. The new influenza A(H1N1)v virus is rapidly spreading worldwide and may reach the island during the coming winter season. We have therefore enhanced influenza surveillance to detect the introduction of influenza A(H1N1)v, monitor its spread and impact on public health and characterise potential viral changes, particularly if seasonal influenza A(H1N1), resistant to oseltamivir, co-circulates with A(H1N1)v.

Background

Influenza virus type A is associated with annual epidemics and occasional large-scale global pandemics. Both are characterised by increased morbidity and mortality [1]. In temperate regions, a clear seasonality exists in the influenza activity with a marked peak in cold winter months. In tropical regions however, where there is less fluctuation in seasonal temperature this is not noticeable to the same extent [2].

Réunion Island, a French overseas administrated territory with 800,000 inhabitants, is located in the southern hemisphere in the south-western Indian Ocean, 700 km east of Madagascar and 200 km south-west of Mauritius, at a longitude of 55°3 east and latitude of 21°5 south, above the Tropic of Capricorn. In Réunion Island, influenza activity has been monitored since 1996 [3], but influenza virus circulation remains poorly documented. Results of past monitoring suggest that annual influenza activity increases in June-July [4] and the last reported seasonal influenza epidemic occurred in August-October 2007 [5]. The island is presumed to have a double exposure to seasonal influenza, one from the southern hemisphere and the other one from the intense link with metropolitan France [4,6] (Figure 1).

**Figure 1**

Seasonal influenza activity on Réunion Island and in continental France, 2007-2009

---

*Influenza like illnesses
Source for continental France data: Réseau Sentinelle, France ; Source for Réunion Island data: Observatoire Régional de la Santé and réseau sentinelle, Réunion
In April 2009, a new strain of human influenza A(H1N1) virus, the influenza A(H1N1)v virus, was identified in USA and Mexico. As of 10 June 2009, a total of 74 countries reported 27,737 cases and 141 associated deaths to the World Health Organization (WHO) demonstrating the pandemic potential of the virus [8]. Anticipating the start of the influenza season in Réunion Island sometime in June (Figure 1), the Regional epidemiology unit of Réunion-Mayotte (Cellule interrégionale d’épidémiologie, Cire) of the French Institute for Public Health Surveillance (Institut de Veille Sanitaire, InVS) is implementing an enhanced surveillance system to face the likely introduction and spread of influenza A(H1N1)v during the coming winter months in Réunion. The aim of this system is to detect the introduction of influenza A(H1N1)v timely on the island, monitor its spread and impact on public health and characterise potential viral changes, particularly if seasonal A(H1N1) resistant to oseltamivir co-circulates with A(H1N1)v. Furthermore, the surveillance we describe here is an attempt to include the specific surveillance of influenza A(H1N1)v virus into the global influenza surveillance system. It could be an example for other countries in the tropics and results will provide useful data about the effectiveness and limits of such system. Our experience might guide northern hemisphere countries in how to adapt their surveillance system before the upcoming influenza season in the winter.

### Organisation of the influenza surveillance on Réunion Island, 2009

Figure 2 shows the organisation of the enhanced surveillance for imported cases of influenza A(H1N1)v. Timely detection of the introduction of cases by travellers coming or returning from affected areas is crucial to implement control measures around each case and limit the indigenous spread of the virus. Our enhanced surveillance is based on the national protocol set up by InVS [9] and the management of patients follows recommendations of the French pandemic plan [10]. Case definitions of possible, probable, confirmed, excluded and close contacts of cases are shown in the Table.

#### Community surveillance

**Sentinel practitioners network**

A sentinel network, consisting of 40 general practitioners (GP) and two paediatricians, scattered across the island conducts prospective influenza surveillance on Réunion Island [3,4]. On a weekly basis, they report the percentage of consultations for influenza-like illness (ILI) using the following case definition: sudden onset of fever > 38°C AND cough OR breathing difficulty. Every physician is expected to perform a nasal swab for each first patient of the week presenting with ILI symptoms that started within less than 48 hours.

#### Surveillance systems

- Existing surveillance systems which may be reinforced
- Surveillance systems in creation

* Will be activated only in case of massive influenza outbreak on Reunion Island

### Case definition and classification, influenza A(H1N1)v infection, France, 10 June, 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical criteria</th>
<th>Any person with an acute respiratory illness:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Fever (&gt;38°C) OR myalgia OR asthenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- AND respiratory symptoms: cough OR dyspnoea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epidemiological criteria</th>
<th>At least ONE of the following in the seven days prior to disease onset:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- travel to an area where sustained human-to-human transmission of Influenza A(H1N1)v is documented [as of 10 June 2009: Argentina, Australia, Canada, Chile, Dominican Republic, Japan, Mexico, Panama, United Kingdom, United States].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- close contact to a possible, probable or confirmed case of Influenza A(H1N1)v infection while the case was contagious (24h prior to symptom onset until seven days after).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Close contact definition</th>
<th>At least one of the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- a person living with a case: family, roommate etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- a person who had direct contact with a case, within 1 m while the case was coughing, sneezing or talking; flirt; close friends; classmates, working neighbour; plane or train neighbour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case classification</th>
<th>1- Possible case:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any person meeting the clinical and epidemiological criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Probable case:</td>
<td>At least one of the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Any possible case with a positive RT-PCR for Influenza A virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Any possible case with a severe symptomatology (acute respiratory distress syndrome or death with an acute respiratory infection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Any possible case which was a close contact to a probable or confirmed case while the case was contagious.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Confirmed case:</td>
<td>Any possible case with a positive RT-PCR for Influenza A(H1N1)v virus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- excluded case:</td>
<td>Any person who does not meet possible case criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any possible case with a negative Influenza A virus RT-PCR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hospital emergency departments

Data are collected daily directly from patients’ computerised medical files that are filled in during medical consultations regardless of the diagnosis. All data are extracted automatically and transmitted electronically in real-time to the InVS. Items collected include diagnosis, coded according to ICD-10, with a severity score ranked from 1 to 5 after medical examination, date of admission to emergency department, orientation (hospitalisation or discharge), age, sex, postal code, and main symptoms. Each patient corresponds to a single record, including all variables [11]. Moreover, data concerning ILI patients will be extracted using influenza associated ICD-10 diagnosis codes (codes for influenza and more acute respiratory tract infections). On Réunion Island three out of the four existing hospitals participate in the network. The forth one is being integrated and should participate starting in July 2009. Nasal swabs will be performed daily for every first adult and paediatric patient seen in emergency departments.

General practitioner house calls network (SOS Médecins)

In the western coast of Réunion Island, SOS Médecins is composed of eight GPs that are involved in more than 100 interventions per day for a population of about 100,000 inhabitants (one eighth of the population). Telephone calls are handled by a call center and logged in a local database. This database is linked via internet to electronic notebooks held by GPs who can update the database with additional information following the visit of a patient. The data collected include: date of the visit, postal code, age, sex, symptoms of the patient and the medical diagnosis. Each morning, data for all visits logged during the previous 24-hour period (midnight to midnight) are downloaded [12].

Local hospital based Mobile Emergency Unit (Samu Centre 15)

On Réunion Island, a single ‘Samu Centre 15’ operates for the entire island. This mobile unit receives emergency calls and provides emergency healthcare and medical transport of patients. Total phone calls (regardless of diagnosis), phone calls for ILI and for advice on influenza will be analysed weekly.

Hospital surveillance

To monitor and describe severity, cases hospitalised for ILI will have a nasal swab for viral testing. Clinical and epidemiological information will be collected by Cire in collaboration with a clinical research project for hospitalised cases currently under preparation.

Mortality surveillance

The National Institute for Statistics (Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques, Insee) conducts the administrative recording of deaths from all causes in France. For several years, Insee has been monitoring and centralising daily mortality in France including Réunion Island. In case of an influenza epidemic on the island, we will analyse this total number of Virological surveillance

An enhanced virological surveillance will be implemented in order to identify and characterise circulating influenza viruses during the coming winter season in Réunion Island. Specimens will be collected by members of the sentinel network and hospitalised patients with ILI symptoms will also be tested. We estimate an average of 80 specimens to be tested weekly at the Laboratory of Virology of Saint-Denis Hospital, one of the 24 laboratories approved by the French Ministry of Health. Specimens will be tested for influenza A and B virus by RT-PCR. For positive influenza A specimens, specific RT-PCR for influenza A(H1N1)v will be performed. All positive influenza specimens (A(H1N1)v and others) will be sent for further viral isolation and complementary analysis, including oseltamivir resistance monitoring, to one of the two French National Reference Centres (NRC) for influenza.

Discussion

The beginning of the winter season in Réunion Island in June is usually followed by an increase of seasonal influenza activity shortly afterwards. As influenza A(H1N1)v is rapidly spreading worldwide, it can be expected that it emerges very soon in the upcoming winter season in the southern hemisphere (as it already has for example in Australia), including Réunion Island. Therefore, the surveillance of influenza on the island has been enhanced to be able to detect the introduction of influenza at an early stage and to monitor the spread and impact of the infections in order to guide the implementation of control measures foreseen in the French national pandemic plan. The usefulness of our enhanced surveillance will be guaranteed by a good collaboration between clinicians, virologists, epidemiologists and public health authorities. Close viral monitoring is of paramount importance since the circulation of seasonal influenza A(H1N1) resistant to oseltamivir with the A(H1N1)v virus is possible during the winter in the southern hemisphere. Such virological approach combined with epidemiologic description of a potential outbreak will assist local public health authorities to adapt control measures to limit the spread of the infection and mitigate the epidemic including use of information on the effectiveness of antivirals. Results of our enhanced surveillance, if an influenza epidemic occurs in Réunion Island, could provide relevant information for continental France or other European countries in preparation for the coming influenza season in the northern hemisphere.
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Outbreaks of pseudo-infection due to contamination of specimens have been described, often as localised incidents. From August 2006, several English hospital laboratories began to refer an unusually high number of isolates of the fungus *Paecilomyces variotii* from clinical specimens to the national mycology reference laboratory for microbiological testing. We describe the methods used during the outbreak investigation in order to provide infection control specialists with an overview of how such national incidents may be investigated. We surveyed the hospitals reporting the contamination problem and conducted microbiological and environmental sampling. We applied analytical epidemiology to supply chain data, comparing the supply lines of key equipment to affected and unaffected hospitals in England. The survey was useful to describe procedures and equipment in use in the hospitals reporting the problem. The microbiological aspects of the investigation helped us understand how the fungal spores were distributed in the hospital environment. In the supply chain investigation we used data that was previously only used for logistical purposes. Overall the investigation were methodologically challenging, with no existing protocol to guide the investigators. To our knowledge, this is a novel approach to the investigation of such a widespread contamination problem, affecting geographically disparate hospitals at the same time.

**Introduction**

Hospital equipment contamination can lead to a so called pseudo-infection: the isolation of a pathogen in clinical specimens without clinical relevance [1]. Outbreaks of pseudo-infection are referred to as pseudo-outbreaks. Clinical specimen contamination in multiple hospitals occurs, they are however more commonly seen in the form of localised problems due to inadequate sampling techniques, presence of the contaminants (e.g. fungal spores) in the hospital or laboratory environment, or decontamination failures [2-6]. Simultaneous pseudo-outbreaks in multiple hospitals are rare, being more likely the result of contamination in single hospitals or laboratories [7-9]. A pseudo-outbreak involving *Ochrobactrum anthropii* contamination of blood culture bottles occurred in the United Kingdom in 2001 [10]. It is important to investigate such incidents even in the absence of clinical infections as the laboratory results may lead to patients being treated with drugs which may be toxic or cause side effects and which are often expensive.

Between August and September 2006, 34 laboratories across England and one from Northern Ireland reported identification of 77 isolates of the fungus *Paecilomyces variotii* from clinical specimens, primarily blood cultures, to the Health Protection Agency (HPA) Mycology Reference Laboratory (MRL) for species confirmation [11]. Given the unusually high number of isolates (the MRL would usually receive only five or six *P. variotii* isolates per year) [11] the MRL subsequently notified the healthcare-associated infection and antimicrobial resistance department of the HPA Centre for Infections of this increase. Initial communication with referring laboratories indicated that the fungus had been isolated directly from blood culture bottles, that different blood culture systems were used in the hospitals and that, in most instances, the isolates were considered not to be clinically significant. Contamination of blood sampling equipment was therefore hypothesized and a national Incident Management Team (IMT) established. The team included experts in epidemiology of hospital acquired infections, mycology, and laboratory standards [11-13].

We describe the methods used to investigate the outbreak in order to provide infection control and public health specialists with an overview of how such national incidents may be investigated and to provide recommendations for future investigations.

**Investigation**

To our best knowledge, no standardised or field-tested methods existed to guide the investigation for this multisite outbreak of pseudo-fungaemia. We devised and pursued four investigative strands following active case finding which included:

- constructing and performing a descriptive survey;
- characterising samples microbiologically;
- performing environmental investigations; and
- investigating the supply chain.

**Active case finding**

The IMT notified the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) of the fact that an unusually high amount of clinical samples from across the country were found...
positive with *Paecilomyces variotii* and of the planned investigation. Relevant experts in microbiology, infection control and public health were alerted about the event and the forthcoming investigation through an article in the Communicable Disease Report (CDR) Weekly public health bulletin [12] and an email alert cascaded to all consultant microbiologists in England via the HPA Regional Microbiology Network. All stakeholders were asked to notify the investigation team of any isolates of *Paecilomyces variotii* after 1 July 2006. Alerts were also transmitted via the relevant public health bodies of Northern Ireland (Department of Health, Social Services and Public Safety), Wales (National Public Health Service for Wales) and Scotland (Health Protection Scotland). Furthermore, an article was published in Eurosurveillance to generate information about whether a rise in *Paecilomyces variotii* isolates had been noticed elsewhere in Europe [11].

**Descriptive survey**

Preliminary information indicated that the fungus was being identified directly in blood culture bottles from two different brands of blood culture systems. We conducted a questionnaire survey in order to understand how samples were taken in the affected hospitals and to generate hypotheses on the source of the contamination.

**Methods**

We sent a questionnaire to staff of every hospital laboratory that reported an isolate of *Paecilomyces* to collect descriptive data on the contaminated specimens and asked about all species isolated, including non-*Paecilomyces* contaminants, the specialty from which the contaminated samples were referred and the procedures and equipment used for collection of the samples. We also asked if the laboratory had made any changes in the supplies and equipment used for blood sampling and processing the samples. Furthermore, we asked about the assumed clinical relevance of the findings and if antifungal therapy had been initiated for patients that were associated with the positive *Paecilomyces* samples.

The questionnaire was sent via email to the reporting laboratories, which then had the option to send it back via email or post. Data from the questionnaire were entered into a customized MS Access database. Analysis was conducted with MS Excel and STATA version 8 (Stata, College Station, TX).

**Lessons learned**

With the survey we were able to describe how the contaminated samples were collected in the hospitals and how they were processed in the laboratories, although we were not able to formulate hypotheses to test. To collect timely, accurate and comprehensive information to identify the source of a pseudo-infection with a questionnaire is difficult. We speculate that the investigation of pseudo-outbreaks due to contamination of equipment is of little priority for physicians and hospital microbiologists and this leads to a low response rate and delay in responding. In our case the questionnaires provided insufficient answers and further investigation was required. In order obtain results and a high response rate, a web based survey may be more suitable for such incidents instead of sending a questionnaire via email as we did for this investigation.

**Microbiological characterisation**

Since different species of *Paecilomyces* present differences in response to treatment (antifungal sensitivity), the differentiation between members of the *Paecilomyces* complex is clinically relevant [14].

**Methods**

Isolates received by the MRL were initially characterised using phenotypic identification methods in which the macroscopic and microscopic morphology was examined. Strains were then subjected to broth microdilution susceptibility testing with a range of antifungal agents with systemic activity by means of the National Committee on Clinical Laboratory Standards (NCCLS now Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute - CLSI) method for filamentous fungi M38-A [15]. *Paecilomyces* environmental isolates and isolates from clinical specimens were sent by the MRL to a laboratory in the Netherlands (the Centraalbureau voor Schimmelcultures Fungal Biodiversity Centre), which specialises in typing mould isolates, for sequencing of part of the beta-tubulin gene in order to compare the profiles of the isolates.

**Lessons learned**

Molecular typing of these organisms requires highly specialised laboratories. This may present difficulties in logistics, turnaround time and cost. In order to overcome this current limitation we recommend typing a representative sample of isolates received in any similar occurrences.

**Environmental investigation**

Environmental contamination, such as through *Aspergillus* spores released during construction work, is known to play a part in fungal infections [7,16]. Information on the ecology of *Paecilomyces* indicates that it is commonly associated with soil and decaying vegetable matter and has been proven to colonise also plastic surfaces, saline solutions and water damaged organic material like wood, cardboard or fibreglass [17-19]. Consequently our investigation included environmental investigations to assess whether:

- any equipment implicated could be identified;
- evidence could be provided to prove that contaminated equipment had been in, and contaminated the patient care areas sampled, and
- specimens for typing could be provided [20].

**Methods**

The hospitals that reported isolates (specimens taken less than four weeks before notification to the IMT) were targeted to increase the chance of any contaminated equipment still being present on the premises. We asked laboratories reporting *Paecilomyces* to undertake microbiological sampling of premises and equipment used when, or associated with, sampling eventually found to be positive. To increase the chance of any contaminated equipment still being present on the premises we asked only the hospitals that had found isolates within four weeks before notification to the IMT to perform microbiological investigations.

Samples of consumable equipment (i.e. syringes, needles, skin swabs, adaptor caps and butterfly needles) obtained from the wards where the blood samples were taken were either sent to the HPA Mycology Reference Laboratory for testing or tested at site of collection. Where possible, equipment belonging to the same batch as that used during the contamination episode was requested, as well as sampling of the outside packaging of these items for testing of fungal contamination (e.g. empty box from skin swabs), especially if there was any suggestion of spoilage. Environmental swabs of the areas surrounding the patient bed or other patient
care areas, where the original positive samples were obtained, were also requested. Settle plates for environmental sampling of fungal spores were also positioned conveniently, depending on the respective location, above head-height in the same areas. The environmental samples were sent for molecular typing to verify if the same strain was implicated both in clinical and environmental isolates.

Lessons learned

Environmental investigation was in many cases delayed, because the IMT became aware of the majority of positive isolates only after it had sent out the alerts. However, we recommend keeping the interval between collection of contaminated clinical samples and environmental analysis to a minimum. Environmental sampling in warehouses that supply equipment to affected hospitals and hospital storage areas should also be considered.

Supply chain investigation

When using a traditional case-control study to analyse pseudo-outbreaks it may difficult to select the appropriate controls, because all controls may share the same exposures as the cases (i.e. processed by same technician, using same equipment, etc.) thus making internal comparison inappropriate [21]. Other analytical approaches could be employed that compare sites (hospitals or wards) affected by a particular problem with the unaffected ones [22,23].

Because of the practical constraints discussed above, we decided to take a further investigative approach, analysing the supply chain of consumable equipment to the NHS (National Health Service) Acute Hospital Trusts (hospitals). Supply chain investigations are usually used in outbreaks of foodborne diseases to trace back the affected food items [24,25]. In our investigation we focused on the supply chain of blood taking equipment, but instead of using the standard retrospective approach, we analysed how the supply-chain differed between affected and unaffected hospitals.

In England, hospital equipment is supplied to hospitals via a centralised system, which is managed by the NHS Supply Chain, a subsidiary of DHL (Dalsey, Hillblom and Lynn) express mail services. This agency holds all the information on the equipment supplied to the hospitals in an electronic database, published twice a year. The catalogue has almost 50,000 entries, one for each product supplied. Each product is identified by a unique National Product Code (NPC). The NHS Supply Chain can identify which products are distributed to each hospital, when and how they are transported and in what quantity. The database provides information if specific products were returned to the sender and in what quantity, but information on the reasons for returning is not given. The NHS Supply Chain operates through six different stations
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**Figure**

Schematic outline of the supply chain of hospital equipment, England, 2006

**Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Health Service (NHS) supply chain category designation</th>
<th>Items included in the category (examples)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood collection systems</td>
<td>Blood sample tubes, needles, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical sundries</td>
<td>Kidney dishes, trays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloves</td>
<td>Latex or vinyl gloves, with/without powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haberdashery</td>
<td>Towels, tapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand washing</td>
<td>Hand towels, paper towels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intravenous cannulae and accessories</td>
<td>Cannulae, catheters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory</td>
<td>Blood culture media, blood specimen tubes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper and Hygiene</td>
<td>Paper rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterile services</td>
<td>Mono-use pulp trays or kidney dishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syringes needles and associated products</td>
<td>Syringes, needles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trolley covers</td>
<td>Drapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wipes and applicators</td>
<td>Dry wipes, disinfectant wipes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Methods

As contamination of blood sampling equipment was suspected, the investigation focused only on the products involved in blood taking listed in the catalogue. We created a short list from the catalogue of products likely to have been used in or around blood sampling procedures (Table).

For each product, information was obtained about the supplying warehouse, the brand, the supplier, the quantity supplied, when it was delivered and to which hospital. It was therefore possible to identify if a product was supplied to a hospital that reported the isolation of Paecilomycetes, or to one that did not report this problem. This information was available only for English hospitals since the NHS Supply Chain operates only in England.

We designed a cohort study including all NHS Acute Hospital Trusts (hospitals) in England.

A case was defined as an affected hospital and a non-case as an unaffected hospital. We were interested in measuring the likelihood of a product being supplied to a hospital, so each one of the single entries (products) in the reduced catalogue was multiplied by each hospital to which it was supplied. According to a hierarchical approach, from large categories to smaller ones, we considered the following risk factors: supplying warehouse, product brand, supplier, product category. Due to the size of the database it was not possible to use every single product as a risk factor. We focused on single products if positive associations were found in the broad categories mentioned above.

Univariate analysis was first undertaken, followed by multivariable analysis (a logistic regression model with random components). We also used a log-linear model to investigate the following variables in the NHS product catalogue: supplier (supplying company if different from NHS supply chain), section (equipment category), and storing warehouse. The model included two correlated random effects corresponding to the two versions of the supply data, one created for the period before the contamination problem was first noticed and one for the period after it became evident. This model allows any possible changes in the supply-chain that may have explained the problem.

We used STATA version 8 (Stata, College Station, TX) and SAS Version 9 (Cary, NC: SAS Institute Inc) for analysis.

Lessons learned

With this investigation we discovered that very accurate and comprehensive data on the supplies to hospitals can be obtained in a timely way in England and possibly elsewhere where a central logistic authority exists in the public health system. We did not have any indication of the source of contamination, so we could not use the supply chain data for tracing back any potentially contaminated equipment. Contaminated equipment was, however, not found. In this investigation it took one month between our first enquiries to NHS Supply Chain and obtaining the data in a format suitable for analysis, but this time could be shortened now that we are aware of what kind of data is available and how to process it.

The involvement of the supply chain authority happened when the outbreak was already tailing off. In case of a similar problem occurring again, we recommend earlier involvement by transmitting alerts not only to health professionals but also directly to the supply chain authorities. Even with detailed analysis of the supply chain, it still can be difficult to identify the exact source of contamination because the transfer of goods between warehouses could spread the contaminant throughout the supply chain. Similarly, cross-contamination of equipment that shared the same storing area for a time may occur, creating multiple sources of contamination which are difficult to disentangle through the use of epidemiological analysis.

Discussion and conclusions

We developed an investigation protocol combining microbiological and epidemiological techniques. When more traditional investigative approaches (descriptive epidemiology and environmental sampling) proved to be insufficient to identify the origin of the contamination problem we applied analytical epidemiology to supply chain data. To our knowledge this use of supply chain data is a novel approach to the investigation of such a widespread contamination problem, affecting geographically disparate hospitals at the same time. We used a traditional cohort study, using the supply catalogue in the same way as the food menu would be used in a “classic” wedding food-poisoning outbreak. The large size of the dataset, with almost one thousand different products possibly implicated, and the fact that these data are normally intended for logistical purposes (e.g. ordering of hospital supplies) made this approach unusual. We experienced some methodological challenges investigating this problem, because there was no existing protocol to guide the IMT. We believe that documenting the methodological and organisational aspects of this investigation could inform future investigation of similar problems in the United Kingdom or elsewhere.
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We describe here the results of respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) detection by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) during two consecutive seasons, from December 2006 to February 2007 and from October 2007 to March 2008, performed in the National Laboratory of Influenza and Acute Respiratory Diseases, Bulgaria. A total number of 278 nasopharyngeal samples obtained from hospitalised children up to the age of five years were investigated for these two seasons. During the first season, the aetiological role of RSV was confirmed in 56 of 148 samples (37.8%) compared to 11 of 130 samples (8.5%) during the second season. Since the beginning of January 2008, RT-PCR for the detection of the recently identified human metapneumovirus (HMPV) has also been introduced in Bulgaria. This virus has been demonstrated as the aetiologic agent in 13 out of 81 samples (16%) from children of the same age group. The use of RT-PCR allows the detection of a broader spectrum of viruses causing respiratory diseases, as well as better discrimination of the aetiologic agents in clinically similar cases.

**Introduction**

Acute respiratory infections (ARIs) represent a considerable health problem in infants and children. Despite the great number of viruses causing ARIs (more than 200), influenza viruses of type A and B, respiratory syncytial viruses (RSV), parainfluenza viruses, and adenoviruses are indicated traditionally among the most important aetiological agents of respiratory system diseases. However, in addition to previously known viruses, a number of respiratory viruses have been recently identified as causative agents of lower respiratory illnesses in children: human metapneumovirus (HMPV), human coronavirus (HCoV-NL63), human bocavirus (HBoV) [1-3].

RSV is the major cause of bronchiolitis and pneumonia during the first years of life. Children with underlying illnesses such as congenital heart disease and bronchopulmonary dysplasia are at increased risk for severe infections due to RSV. In addition, RSV is increasingly recognised as an important pathogen in other groups, including immunocompromised patients and the elderly [4-6].

HMPV was first identified in the Netherlands in 2001 using a PCR designed for the identification of unknown agents multiplying in cell cultures [1]. Together with RSV, HMPV has quickly assumed an important position among the rest of the respiratory pathogens, particularly regarding early childhood diseases [7-9]. Clinical symptoms of HMPV infection seem to be indistinguishable from RSV infections. Major clinical manifestations of the infection caused by these two viruses in infants and young children are bronchiolitis and pneumonia [2,10,11].

Although routine diagnostic methods for respiratory viruses, including virus cultivation on cell culture, are robust, PCR for the detection of viruses in respiratory samples has also been shown to be useful because it offers an enhanced sensitivity combined with rapid detection [12,13]. In the past five years, RT-PCR has been applied as a highly sensitive and specific method for the diagnosis of RSV in the National Laboratory of Influenza and Acute Respiratory Diseases in Bulgaria. Since the beginning of 2008, RT-PCR has been used for HMPV detection in clinical samples as well [14-16].

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of specimens tested</th>
<th>Isolation on cell cultures</th>
<th>RT-PCR- positive specimens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specimens positive for CPE</td>
<td>Specimens, confirmed by rapid tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>24 (16.2%)</td>
<td>16 (10.8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RSV: respiratory syncytial virus
The purpose of this study was to provide data about the detection of RSV and HMPV by RT-PCR in hospitalised children up to the age of five years during the period from 2006 to 2008 in Bulgaria.

Materials and methods
Clinical material
Nasopharyngeal samples were obtained by gently rubbing the deep nasal turbinates bilaterally with sterile swabs (Viral CulturetteTM system, Becton Dickinson, Fisher Scientific), combined with a third swab from the posterior pharynx. Swabs were transported to the laboratory on the same day, dipped into a vial containing 2 ml saline and divided into aliquots. A fresh aliquot was used to inoculate a cell culture and the remaining aliquots were stored for PCR testing and further investigation. The samples were obtained from hospitalised children up to the age of five years admitted to a paediatric unit of the Second Multi-Profile Hospital for Active Treatment, Sofia, with signs and symptoms of an upper respiratory tract infection, bronchiolitis, or pneumonia. In the 2006-7 season, samples were also taken from Lozenetz Hospital and two orphanages in Sofia. During the two seasons investigated, approximately 1,900 children were covered by these hospitals and by the two orphanages. The following indicators were taken into consideration for children’s hospitalisation: infants younger than five years and high risk infants (prematurely born infants, children with bronchopulmonary dysplasia and congenital heart diseases, dystrophia, children born from twin pregnancies).

Cell culture
Samples (0.2 ml) were inoculated on the day of collection onto HEp-2 and MRC-5 cells. The cell cultures were moved to the Cell Cultures Laboratory, National Center of Infectious and Parasitic Diseases (NCIPD). Cultures were observed daily for 10 days for cytopathic effect (CPE). RSV produces a characteristic CPE consisting of syncytia formation. When the CPE had reached 50% or more of the monolayer, the culture supernatant was aspirated for subsequent virus identification. RSV infection was confirmed by enzyme immunoassay (EIA) membrane test for the rapid and qualitative detection of RSV (Directigen RSV, Becton Dickinson) [15].

RNA Extraction
RNA was extracted using Trizol LS reagent (Invitrogen) or RiboSorb (Sacace) kits, according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

RT-PCR
RT-PCR for RSV detection was performed by ABGene iT-One Step RT-PCR (Invitrogen), using specific primers directed against a 278 nt fragment in the highly conservative region of the nucleocapsid gene of RSV (position 858-1135) [18].

RT-PCR for HMPV detection was performed by Qiagen® One Step RT-PCR Kit (Qiagen) using specific primers directed against a 416 nt fragment of the matrix protein gene of HMPV [17].

RNA extracted from the RSV reference strain, maintained through multiple passaging in a HEp-2 cell line, was used as a positive control for RSV. As positive control for HMPV, extracted RNA received from the Cantacuzino Institute, Romania was used [17]. As negative control distilled water was used.

Results
First season (2006-7)
A total of 148 samples from hospitalised children were tested by RT-PCR for RSV during this first period of study. Table 1 demonstrates that 56 (37.8%) samples were RSV-positive. In the parallel testing of all of the samples on cell cultures, 24 samples (16.2%) showed a CPE, expressed mainly in round-cell degeneration of the monolayer without the appearance of the syncytia characteristic for RSV-infected cells. In addition, the culture supernatants were tested by a rapid immuno-chromatographic test assay membrane test (Directigen RSV) as soon as the CPE had spread over at least 50% of the monolayer (between 48 h and 10 days post inoculation).

Figure
Distribution of samples positive for RSV and influenza viruses in children under five, Bulgaria, 2006-7 and 2007-8

Table 2
Distribution by week of the RT-PCR-positive specimens for RSV in children under five, Bulgaria, 2006-7 (n=148 samples tested)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>December 2006 – February 2007</th>
<th>Week 49</th>
<th>Week 50-51</th>
<th>Week 52-1</th>
<th>Week 2</th>
<th>Week 3</th>
<th>Week 4</th>
<th>Week 5</th>
<th>Week 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of specimens tested</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of positive specimens (percent)</td>
<td>2 (16.6%)</td>
<td>3 (25%)</td>
<td>4 (80%)</td>
<td>32 (84.2%)</td>
<td>7 (26.9%)</td>
<td>5 (17.9%)</td>
<td>1 (10%)</td>
<td>2 (11.8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RSV: respiratory syncytial virus
This test was positive in 16 of the samples cultured (10.8% of all tested samples).

Laboratory-confirmed cases of RSV (Figure) showed a peak in January 2007 (48 RSV-positive results). A lower number of positive samples was detected in December 2006 and February 2007 (a total of eight positive samples).

In Table 2, the distribution of the positive specimens is indicated by weeks, which demonstrates that during the peak period, over 84% of samples were RSV-positive.

On the background of the advancing influenza epidemic in the beginning of 2007, RSV infections peaked almost two weeks earlier. It is worth noting that the RSV curve was based on testing of children under the age of five years, received from December 2006 to February 2007, while the influenza curve was based on all clinical specimens (n=732) received in the laboratory during the period from October 2006 to March 2007 in relation to the laboratory follow-up of the epidemic circulation of the seasonal influenza viruses. Nevertheless, the similar course of the two curves is evident, which confirms that both viruses - RSV and influenza A virus - contribute simultaneously to the morbidity rate attributable to influenza and other acute respiratory infections (Figure) [19,20]. The results obtained indicate an increase in RSV infections from the end of December 2006, and a decrease from mid-January 2007 (Table 2).

The age distribution of the 56 positive samples for RSV according to their clinical diagnosis is presented in Table 3. The largest number of RSV positive samples was recovered from the youngest age group from 0 to 12 months (37 positive samples).

Second season (2007-8)
As a continuation of the work done in the first season, RT-PCR was applied as a routine method for confirmation of RSV directly to clinical materials. The successful application of RT-PCR for RSV diagnostics in the season 2006-7 encouraged us to include during the season 2007-8 diagnostics of the newly emerging pathogen HMPV.

A total of 130 nasopharyngeal swabs were tested for RSV in the period from October 2007 to March 2008 (Table 4). The clinical material originated from hospitalised children up to the age of five years. Eighty-one swabs were received after the beginning of 2008 and they were tested in parallel for both RSV and HMPV. Using RT-PCR, the presence of RSV RNA was confirmed in 11 samples (8.5%), and 13 samples (16.1%) were positive for HMPV.

The age distribution of positive RSV and HMPV cases is presented in Table 5. The largest number of HMPV positive samples was recovered from the youngest age group from 0 to 12 months (10 positive samples). RSV confirmation has been comparatively lower in all age groups for the second period than for the first.

Based on the number of laboratory-confirmed RSV cases found, RSV infections were limited to individual cases in the season 2007-8, in contrast to the 2006-7 season, when an RSV epidemic was observed (Figure). In contrast to the CPE caused by the RSV isolated in 2007, which resulted in round cell degeneration of the monolayer, the strains isolated in 2008 caused RSV-typical syncytia in the monolayer. It is possible that this was due to differences in the biological characteristics of the strains isolated in the two seasons, indicating that they may belong to different RSV strains. This will be an object for further investigations.

Superimposed on the RSV results in the Figure, there is a curve showing the number of clinical samples found positive for influenza during the period under discussion. While the peak of the RSV and influenza activity coincided in the season 2006-7, the season 2007-8 saw first a peak in influenza-positive samples and, after the influenza activity had decreased, a peak in RSV-positive samples. Nevertheless, morbidity due to acute respiratory infections during this second season remained constant, indicating that RSV and influenza contribute together to the overall morbidity [20].

Table 3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical diagnosis</th>
<th>Age groups</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 12 months</td>
<td>1 - 3 years</td>
<td>4 - 5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RSV</td>
<td>RSV</td>
<td>RSV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute bronchiolitis</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchitis or acute rhinopharyngitis</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RSV**: respiratory syncytial virus

Table 4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>October 2007 – March 2008*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of samples tested for RSV</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of samples tested for HMPV</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of positive samples</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*A total of 130 samples were tested for RSV, 81 of which were also tested for HMPV
**RSV**: respiratory syncytial virus; **HMPV**: human metapneumovirus
As HMPV testing is new in laboratories in Bulgaria, it seems too early at this stage to draw any conclusions about the epidemic distribution of this virus.

**Discussion and conclusion**

The development of molecular techniques for diagnosis of respiratory pathogens that cannot be cultured easily by traditional techniques has revolutionised the field of virology and infectious diseases. Even if certain viruses such as RSV can be grown in cell culture, this method is not completely reliable and many scientists have begun to use RT-PCR to identify infection [21]. The diagnosis of HMPV infection is even more problematic, as the virus is difficult to isolate in cell culture [1,22]. RT-PCR examination of respiratory secretions is currently the clinical test chosen for reliable diagnosis of HMPV. This is a reason to start using molecular tests for diagnostics of important respiratory viral causative agents such as RSV and HMPV.

For RSV, we detected 37.8% positive samples by PCR versus 10.8% by cell culture in the first season, and 8.46% versus 1.5% in the second season. This is in accordance to the results of other authors who also report a higher percentage of RSV-positive samples detected by PCR than by cell culture [13]. Some scientists have also tried to use cell lines for the isolation of HMPV [1,23]. As HMPV isolation is difficult to achieve in a cell culture model (non-characteristic cytopathic effect and necessity of prolonged cultivation), RT-PCR remains the single alternative for laboratory confirmation of its aetiological role. In this study, we found 16% HMPV-positive samples by RT-PCR. The largest number of positive samples was recovered from the youngest age group. These data coincide with information published by other researchers [24]. However, due to the limited number of tested samples, it is too early to draw a final conclusion regarding the role of this virus in the ARIs morbidity in Bulgaria.

Keeping in mind the literature data according to which the pathogens described infect preferably the youngest age group, we have focused our diagnostic study on hospitalised children up to the age of five [4,25-26]. We believe that the high percentage of positive results by RT-PCR - more than 84% in the second week during the first season - is an indication that we chose the right age group of children to be tested. This is in accordance with the clinical diagnosis and the intensive circulation of the virus during this period (Table 2, Table 3) [19].

The laboratory confirmation of RSV and HMPV aetiology by RT-PCR gives a prompt response within 24 to 48 hours, which is important for the therapy and critical for effective patient management by focusing appropriate drug treatment, reducing unnecessary use of antibiotics, and preventing nosocomial spread [13,27-29]. Especially because of the necessity of rapid result for the clinician, virus isolation on cell culture is being displaced by molecular biology tests. Nevertheless, the isolation of the viral causative agent remains a gold standard and a basic model for the study of genetic and antigenic changes in the virus population, as well as a means of detection of new respiratory viruses [30].

The clinical picture of HMPV (bronchiolitis or pneumonia among infants and young children) initially resembles the one caused by RSV [24]. A co-infection with both viruses is possible as well, being associated with more severe course of the disease [2,31]. In our study we have not detected such cases. According to data obtained from the second investigated period, there were no clinical criteria for distinguishing both viruses. The highest number of positive samples for both viral agents is in the youngest age group (0-12 months) and they are associated with severe course of the disease, which has also been observed by other authors [32].

In many European countries, investigations were performed of the incidence not only of influenza viruses, but also of RSV as an important pathogen with social and economical impact especially in early childhood [20,33,34]. Increasing circulation of RSV is registered in countries in the European Union: in England, 40.8% of RSV-positive sentinel samples are found in young children aged 0 to 4 years, whereas in Scotland and France this proportion is approximately 11% [20]. The same authors reported that about 92% or more of RSV-positive non-sentinel samples were obtained from 0 to 4 year-old children. In our investigation, we obtained 37.8% positive results for the same age group during the first season. That this percentage is lower than reported in the literature is probably due to limited sample collecting that covered only one hospital in that period. The percentage of laboratory-confirmed RSV cases in Greece for the same season was 5.4%, mainly among children up to the age of three years [35]. Taking into account the fact that the RSV distribution varies in different countries and seasons [34], we consider that the smaller confirmed number of positive results for RSV that we obtained in the season 2007-8 reflects the true situation in Europe.

The epidemic spread of influenza viruses in Bulgaria for the two observed epidemic seasons coincides with the epidemic incidence of influenza viruses in Europe, and influenza was the most commonly detected virus in all European countries [36]. Routine detection of other viral respiratory pathogens yields data which are useful in monitoring general trends in morbidity from ARIs. In current investigations the detection of RSV in clinical samples coincides also with epidemic spread of influenza viruses [37,38]. During the second season, the peak of RSV infections did not coincide with that for influenza virus infections [39].

Many investigators mark the importance of collecting circulation data not only for influenza viruses but also for other causative agents of ARIs, and RSV is one of the most important. It is really necessary to build an RSV surveillance in Europe, in order to broaden and represent the real rate and spectrum of viral respiratory diseases [20,40].

In conclusion, the present results give information about the spread of two respiratory viruses - RSV and HMPV - among hospitalised children, detected by RT-PCR in Bulgaria. Collecting information on the spread of RSV is a requirement from the European Influenza Surveillance Scheme (EISS), which underlines
the necessity of collection of data regarding the incidence of this virus in different European countries. The investigations reported here are a priority for the National Laboratory of Influenza and Acute Respiratory Diseases in Bulgaria in order to confirm the participation of some more widely distributed viruses, as causative agents of ARIs, first and foremost in paediatric pathology.
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PANDEMIC ALERT LEVEL 6: SCIENTIFIC CRITERIA FOR AN INFLUENZA PANDEMIC FULFILLED* "Erratum: The following changes were made on 12 June 2009. The title was changed to "Pandemic alert level 6: Scientific criteria for an influenza pandemic fulfilled" and the third paragraph under the heading "Criteria" to "The move to pandemic phase 6 is a response to the fact that according to WHO the spread of influenza A(H1N1)v in several countries can no longer be traced to clearly-defined chains of human-to-human transmission and that the scientific criteria for an influenza pandemic have been met.""

The World Health Organization (WHO) today announced the decision to raise the level of influenza pandemic alert from phase 5 to phase 6 [1]. This makes the current influenza A(H1N1)v outbreak officially a pandemic.

In its press conference at 18:00 CETS, the WHO emphasised that the severity of the pandemic is, at least currently, moderate. Countries are advised to concentrate on mitigation measures as appropriate for their specific situation. They are not advised to close borders or restrict international traffic and trade as there is no evidence that these measures stop the spread of the disease and are unnecessarily disruptive for international traffic and trade.

At the same time, vaccine manufacturers are working on the production of influenza vaccine specific for the pandemic strain.

Criteria
The pandemic alert phases 5 and 6 reflect the global spread of the outbreak. They do not necessarily reflect a graduation of the severity of the disease in the individual.

While phase 5 is defined as sustained community level outbreaks in at least two countries within a single WHO region, phase 6, the pandemic, is declared when sustained, community-wide human-to-human transmission occurs in at least one additional WHO region [2].

The move to pandemic phase 6 is a response to the fact that according to WHO the spread of influenza A(H1N1)v in several countries can no longer be traced to clearly-defined chains of human-to-human transmission and that the scientific criteria for an influenza pandemic have been met.*

As of 11 June, the number of laboratory-confirmed cases of influenza A(H1N1)v worldwide amounts to 28,774, with 144 deaths [3].

Implications
In response to the WHO declaring a pandemic, all countries affected by influenza A(H1N1)v should consider activating national pandemic plans and to implement the measures detailed in them. They include monitoring and reporting of cases, monitoring of resources and compliance, ensuring the availability of vaccine and antiviral drugs, potential limitations on travel and mass gatherings, insuring business continuity, and informing and educating the public.

This has economical implications and puts a strain on staff involved in the pandemic in many areas. However, many of the above measures have already been in place since the declaration of pandemic phase 5. For the individual country, the real change is the moment when it becomes affected, i.e. when it starts seeing significant transmission in the community, whereas the formal move to phase 6 may not imply large changes to the way it is dealing with the situation. According to the ECDC, the declaration of pandemic phase 6, which can be expected to last for several months, does not change the present ECDC risk assessment [4].

Phase 6 is the highest level of pandemic alert. It can be difficult to understand for non-experts why this is triggered in response to a disease that, at least at this stage, is mild in the majority of people, with a low mortality rate published for North America [5]. This can lead to confusion and uncertainty in the population, especially with the tendency of parts of the media to over-emphasise the sensational aspect of such news. This is why the WHO today emphasised once more that the term 'pandemic' describes the geographic spread of the disease rather than its severity and is a means of coordinating world-wide preventive measures.
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Updated Risk Areas for Tick Borne Encephalitis in Germany

Editorial team (eurosurveillance@ecdc.europa.eu)
1. European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, Stockholm, Sweden

In its issue on 4 May 2009, the Epidemiologisches Bulletin of the Robert Koch-Institut (RKI), Germany, published an updated map of the risk areas for tick borne encephalitis (TBE) in Germany. TBE risk areas are areas in which TBE is endemic and where, in agreement with experts, a risk exists for people exposed to ticks that justify preventive measures. Such measures include vaccination for locals exposed to ticks, for tourists travelling to risk areas and people with occupational exposure.

The updated map shows that there is a risk of contracting the TBE virus through tick bites in the southern parts of Germany, in particular in the states Baden-Württemberg and Bavaria.

The TBE risk map is based on cases mandatory notification of TBE cases reported to the RKI in the period from 2002 – 2008. In this period there were 1,917 TBE cases notified in total with the annual number ranging from 238 to 546 cases and 288 cases notified in 2008. Five year reporting periods (2002 – 2006, 2003 – 2007, 2004 – 2008), were used to generate five year TBE incidences at the district level. To minimize the probability of underestimating the risk of infection in a particular district with increasing vaccination coverage, the number of reported cases in the so called district region, consisting of the district in question plus the adjacent districts, was created. A district was defined as a risk area if the incidence in the district or the district region was significantly (p-value < 0.05) higher than 1 per 100,000 inhabitants over a five year period.

In 2008, 136 districts were classified as TBE risk areas, four of them for the first time:

- 42 districts in Baden-Württemberg (1 additional district);
- 78 districts in Bavaria (3 additional districts);
- 8 districts in Hesse (unchanged);
- 7 districts in Thuringia (unchanged); and
- 1 district in Rhineland-Palatinate (unchanged).

The accompanying report summarises the TBE risk according to federal state as follows:

- federal states with defined TBE risk areas; Baden-Württemberg, Bavaria, Hesse, Rhineland-Palatinate, Thuringia;
- federal states with isolated cases of autochthonous TBE, in which no district fulfils the criteria of a TBE risk area: Brandenburg, Mecklenburg-West Pomerania, Lower Saxony North Rhine-Westfalia, Saarland, Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt;
- federal states in which no TBE cases have been diagnosed: Schleswig-Holstein, Hamburg, Bremen, Berlin.

Furthermore, it mentions that a slow but steady extension of the TBE risk areas in the past years is mainly limited to the southern federal states.

Surveillance and reporting of TBE cases are seen as the most efficient and cost effective basis on which to base preventive measures. However, should the incidence of cases drop due to the increase in vaccination, supplementary indicators for the risk of capturing TBE may become necessary in the future according to RKI. In this context, data on vaccination coverage, establishment of systematic surveillance of the number of ticks, the ratio of ticks carrying the TBE virus or the number of animals infected, become important.

Based on the above mentioned epidemiological criteria, the German Standing Vaccination Committee (STIKO) recommends TBE vaccination for people who live in districts where the risk of exposure to ticks is established. Vaccination against TBE is recommended by the local health authorities in Baden-Württemberg, regardless of district (only two districts are not classified as risk areas).
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